
Subject: Re: N00b story
Posted by puddle_splasher on Wed, 24 Jan 2007 19:45:21 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Romaner wrote on Wed, 24 January 2007 12:00puddle_splasher wrote on Wed, 24 January 2007
02:25I think that almost everyone of them have contributed to the fiasco.

On one hand, its their server. On the other, Reck was more of a noob.

It may be their server but have a look at the language used in return by Reck. It was much more,
grossly offensive (not to me,just in general). Now that in itself would suggest, "Do as I say and not
do as I do". So its OK for the mods to abuse the players on RENZOR but not for a player to give a
retort laced with minor abuse.

Personally speaking, IMHO, Reck has a lot of growing up to do but you must learn to play by the
hidden rules of every server that say "do not abuse anyone especially if they are Mods. Try using
!showmods. If you are kicked, then report the whole truth and nothing but the truth because the
logs will come back to bite your ass just as they have done in this case.

ps. Reck, are you still using the server donations to buy your new training shoes?

Don't think that people forget those type of comments that you made as regards the donations.

Noob? make up your own mind, "the player" or the "Mod"?

I know what I think, stay away from Renzor.

 second thing is dont bring you personal vandetta into this, i mean your entire family has been
involved with renz0r for a while now
all of that is different than what is being said and done in this case

I beg your pardon!!!

A personal vendetta with who, Reck? This is the first time I have mentioned funds so why is that a
vendetta? The point that was being made is that IMHO Reck is a young guy on a power trip.

All my family involved with Renzor? As far as I am aware none of my family play in there and I
certainly don't, so what urban myth are you attempting to create?

I am quite sure that you will personally provide the aforesaid info and can you PM me with it when
you find it? Perhaps your parents do things differently but my sons are old enough to pay their
own price if they have troubles with any server. I will not be defending them but I know that they
have never made a single reply on this forum, ever.
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But back on topic. If the guy has problems at Renzor then I stand by what I said, "stay away". Now
what is so wrong with that or would you go back to a server where you felt that you were unfairly
treated? Does that mean that you are going back to UN?

If anyone dislikes a server or the Mods in any way whatsoever then they have a choice to play
there or go elsewhere. My choice would be me, personally, going elsewhere. As you did yourself.
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